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Answers to ultimate questions about
God and man may not be found in

formal theology.

John L. Sorenson

~H.EOLOGY is usually considered an intellectual
~ activity for philosophers and educated religionists

.~. who talk among themselves in carefully logical
terms about the nature of God and man and the relation-
ships between them. But philosophers are not the only
ones concerned with clarifying or confirming answers to
ultimate questions: the nature of sacred or suprahuman
powers; the nature of humans and their potential; the
means by which men, gods, and the universe came into
existence. In fact, it is in the nature of our species, by vir-
tue of humanity’s very biological, psychological, and so-
cial condition, to seek to understand our place in the
widest possible scheme of things. Unfortunately, the
formal statements of the elite--based on logico-verbal
communication which emphasizes disciplined, rational
thought and a high degree of literacy--simply do not
speak to most people.

Other mediums may. John Wiley Nelson in Your God is
Alive and Well and Appearing in Popular Culture argued that
the mass media presents the "American cultural reli-
gion" to millions of faithful worshipers weekly. Televi-
sion particularly communicates "a systematically ar-
ranged set of answers to basic life-problem       questions."
The problems of life are defined, solutions proposed, and
continual reinforcement given to the idea that cherished
values indeed provide salvation from the threatening
forces. John Wayne is a kind of pontiff of this belief sys-
tem about the individual. Courage, competence, justice,
and ultimate deliverance are u~der constant assault by
ambiguous social forces, and traditional values must be
confirmed again and again even while variants on the
values are tried. 1

For Latter-day Saints drama has served a similar func-
tion. Gary L. Stewart, who analyzed 45 MIA plays, dis-
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covered that the plays set out to reinforce commitment to
the Church and virtues such as obedience, optimism,
sacrifice, and family support. Problems are laid out and
the process of moral decision-making is outlined. In the
end, goodness is triumphant and evil thwarted as the
standard Mormon protagonists figuratively ride off into
the sunset. The situations and characters are as
stereotyped as those in a Western movie (but not more
SO). 2

Myth and lore also communicate values and beliefs.
Answers to ultimate questions are found in the telling of
a sacred story. Mormon missionaries do little more than
relate the story of Joseph Smith’s first vision when they
want to explain our view of the nature of God and the
need for restoration. Among ourselves, a recital of the
tale of the crickets and seagulls or of an appearance of the
Three Nephites serves similarly as a shorthand affirma-
tion of a shared belief, a

Perhaps the most universal mode for communicating
the meaning of life and the nature of divine powers,
however, is ritual. By ritual I mean formal patterns of be-
havior in which issues of ultimate significance are af-
firmed, reflected, or brought into thoughtful considera-
tion. Ritual thus defined can involve all of the senses.
While words are usually included, words are not suffi-
cient. Symbolic representations may require kinaesthetic
motion, priests and devotees kneeling or gesturing, or
processions moving slowly. Chants, singing, and in-
strumental music are added to the formulaic utterances
by officiators and responses by participants. Visual ef-
fects can be important too. Costumes, spatial arrange-
ment of participants, architecture, and decoration of the
setting are often important.

To be sure, ritual is heavily dependent on verbal
communication as well, although the language is often
esoteric or stilted, not rational and thoughtful. I am not
saying that ritual could, let alone should, be a substitute
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Private/Family Ward/Stake/Local Temple General Church

Patently
Religious
Ritual

Special blessing by
father

Prayer for family at
funeral

Dedicating grave
Dedicating house
Family home evening
Family prayer
Individual prayer
Blessing on food
Home teachers’ visit
Anointing sick
Consecrating oil
Fasting

Funeral
Saying "Amen"
Sustaining officers
All meetings with

devotional segments
(song, prayer,
conducting)

Breaking ground or laying
cornerstone

Dedicating local structure
Blessing an infant
Confirming

newly-baptized
Setting apart
Anointing the sick
Consecrating oil
Ordaining to the

priesthood
Patriarchal blessing
Prayer circle,
Fasting
Sacrament

Sealing, including
marrying, living

Sealing the dead
Endowing the living
Endowing the dead
Baptizing the dead
Confirming the dead
Ordaining the dead
Initiatory ordinances

for the living and
the dead

Second anointings
Prayer circle
Preparatory meetings
Solemn assembly
Temple dedicating

Solemn assembly to
sustain President

Dedicating a nation
for preaching the
gospel

Dedicating general
church building

Special fasting
General coifference,

area conference
Hosanna shout

Quasi-
Religious
Ritual

Family reunion
Scripture study
Missionary departure
Visiting teachers’

visit
Preparing and caring

for temple clothing
Preparing family

history and
genealogy

Working on welfare
project

Sustaining action by
officers

Accepting new ward
members

Release with thanks
Priesthood stewardship

interview
Easter commemoration

program
Christmas

commemoration
program

Mothers’ Day
commernoration
program

Fireside/study group
Missionary report
Missionary lesson

presentatVion
Recommend interviewing
Interview and calling one

to accept an assignment
Other interviewing
Bearing testimony in fast

meeting
Tithing settlement

Receiving a name as
proxy

Placing name on
prayer roll

Social Ritual
with
Religious
Overtones

For example,
post-funeral
eating and
socializing by
relatives

For example, wedding
reception for ward
members

For example,
missionary
reunion
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for linguistic consideration of religion. The virtues of the
two modes are different. Words can be highly ambigu-
ous, yet they also have unique penetrating power. Ritual
is often more universally applicable, yet a rite may not
express subtle distinctions in meaning; a few words can
be more focused or economical.

Mormons, of course, have been conditioned to believe
in shortcomings of ritual and are decidedly uncomforta-
ble with the wordmwe tend to always attach the adjec-
tive "mere." Some Church authorities have said that the
Latter-day Saints have no rituals, only "ordinances."
However, I suggest that rituals are very widely employed
in Mormon religious life; the designated ordinances are
only the beginning of a list. Furthermore, I maintain that
rituals have been increasing in frequency and importance
among us.

THE ceremony is rich enough that
repeated participation does not exhaust
its possibilities.

Consider the range of religious ritual in Mormon life,
classified according to the degree of religious concern: (1)
patently religious ritual; (2) quasi-religious ritual; and (3)
social ritual with religious overtones. And classified ac-
cording to participation: (A) personal or family, (B) con-
gregational, (C) temple, and (D) general church. (See
sidebar; this list is illustrative, not exhaustive; some his-
torically dated, less common, or infrequently discussed
rites are not included.)

All the behavior patterns listed seem to me to conform
to the definition of religious ritual, even though conven-
tional usage among Mormons does not give them all
equal standing. Some of the rituals may best be termed
ceremonies since there are component elements. Thus,
the sacrament includes breaking bread, kneeling to bless
the emblems, first passing each emblem to the presiding
officer. The temple endowment ceremony is still more in-
tricate, while general conference lasts for days and en-
compasses scores of component rites.

What ultimate issues emerge from the worshiper’s
consideration of Mormon rituals? Virtually every princi-
ple and meaning we connect with the gospel. In the sac-
rament, for instance, the worshiper ponders the desig-
nated prayers under unusually evocative conditions; he
or she may weigh such issues as how well he or she is
keeping the commandments, in what sense his or her
soul is to be sanctified, and what is the relationship of the
Son to the Father. The ceremony is rich enough that re-
peated participation does not exhaust its possibilities.
The terms, acts, and structure not only raise questions
but help provide answers. The sacrament ritual rein-
forces the saving role of Christ and the congregation’s so-
cial sharing in this renewal as well as other important
gospel beliefsmthe authoritative role of the priesthood in
administering the ceremony, the precedence of the au-
thorities seated at the elevated front of the room, and the
reverential orderliness in the whole proceeding.

The entire set of words, sounds, actions, sights, and
even tastes constitutes a kind of language. Amid the si-
lence of the sacrament, God and Christ "speak" to the
worshipers about mercy, sin, repentance, perfection,

guilt, and obedience. Participants "speak" to each other
by presenting themselves in the appointed place for the
ceremony at the scheduled moment and taking the
emblems (or, more eloquently, by not taking them) as a
social act. Authorities "speak" to lesser priesthood and
deacons to congregation by performing the required pro-
cedures. Even worshipers "speak" to themselves
through actions and contemplations.

Much of the power of this language resides in its com-
prehensiveness. Surely it says more, to more persons,
than a mere talk would. For many the sacrament ordi-
nance is more consequential than the sermons which
follow. The Church’s insistence on the absolute necessity
of certain ordinances further underlines the point. For
example, "the mysteries of godliness" cannot be ex-
pounded through purely linguistic discourse but only
through ritual. Verbal explanation lays a foundation in
understanding; then ritual affirms or clarifies what has
been taught. The alternation of word and act continues
rhythmically to expand the worshiper’s depth of percep-
tion.

Ritual can, of course, be didactic. It invariably involves
a teacher~the authorized officiator. The baptizer, for in-
stance, says in effect: "I am herewith displaying a vital,
invariable principle through my action and yours."

A rite may also be compared to a text. Repetition may
be as essential in learning from ritual as it is in learning
from verbal discourse. Often the depth of insight can
only be penetrated progressively. Written texts, such as
the scriptures, demand repeated searching at several
levels; a text’s meanings are not easily exhausted. What
one draws from a text depends heavily on one’s situation
and experience to that moment. Rereading the text in-
vites continuing reassessment, so the student partici-
pates in a process, not a single event. The implications of
a given ritual, even where the substance is specified as in
the temple ceremony, function much the same as those of
a rich text.

Many people find such meaning and satisfaction in
ritual that they inexorably elaborate existing forms.
Mormons distrust ritual because of this fact. A number of
examples of elaboration of LDS,ritual were reported
during World War II, when general Church officials
could not closely supervise local affairs. Mormon con-

gregations used candles in worship services in Europe
and placed bottles of consecrated oil in the house corners
in Hawaii to protect against evil spirits. Church leaders
have fought for years to keep the sacrament free from de-
tailed local prescriptions, deacons keeping one hand be-
hind their back throughout the ceremony, for example.
And a majority of members still teach their children to
take the bread and water only with the right hand, de-
spite repeated statements from General Authorities that
there is no authoritative basis for the practice.

Even given such difficulties, I find evidence that LDS
ritual is increasing. Though detailed statistics are not av-
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ailable on the number of most rites performed, frequency
of certain rituals must have increased as "activity" has
risen during recent years. For example, attendance at
sacrament meeting has gone up markedly, so ritual in
that setting has also increased. Rarely does a Mormon
meeting lack a ritual sequence: seating according to auL-
thority, prayer, greetings, congregational singing, and
an agenda. Thus the more meetings held, the more rites
performed. Family prayer and family home evening are
apparently more frequent now than at most times in the
past. More home teachers formally visit homes and pray
with families; more officers are set apart; more members
participate in area and general conferences. Admittedly,
temple participation, on a per capita basis, is only margi.-
nally different from what it was 60 years ago, and special
fasting: is less common. Still, most of the common rituals
are more frequently performed. ~

It is interesting to note that while ritual has increased,
formal theologizing has decreased. Both tendencies may
very well be related to the increasing cultural diversity in
the Church. In the days of the major systematizers of
Mormon theology--Talmage, Roberts., Ballard, Widtso~,
and the young Joseph Fielding Smit]h--most Mormons
shared, a common conceptual background and usually
language. Today Saints from far flung nations and from
every corner of the United States have differing educa-
tional and class backgrounds and rnay share little in
terms of experience, ideas, and learned symbols. A
growing need for unity in the world Church has been m~.t
by concentrating on basic doctrines rather than continu-
ing to elaborate theology. In fact, Church leaders have re-
sisted theological discussion as potentially divisive and
have pressed members to phrase gospel discourse in
scriptural terms,s Meanwhile the more universal lan-
guage of the sacramental ordinance, rebirth and entry
into the Church by baptism, family rituals, laying on
hands, and the temple ceremonies have been encour-
aged. These apply in Japan or Samoa: or Switzerland as
appropriately as they apply in Manti. Structured ritual is
more easily shared than the specific explanations of Tal-
mage or Roberts.

I believe that this retrenchment of doctrine accom-
panied by expansion of ritual will not constrict the
spiritual lives of Church members, however, but will
rather expand them. Despite past efforts to systemize
Mormon thought, a surprisingly wide spectrum of reli-
gious beliefs continues to exist among Latter-day Saints. 6
Mark Leone in Roots of Modern Mormonism argued that

STRUCTURED ritual is more easily
shared than the specific explanations of
Talrnage or Roberts.

Mormonism leaves individuals notable freedom to con-
struct their own systems of belief. By what he calls "do-
it-yourself theology" the Saints approach key questions
of belief in their instructional classes, but these are usu-
ally not authoritatively resolved; instead members are
left to settle upon their own answers in terms which fit
with ~their social, cultural, and psychological cir-
cumstances and needs. ~ Thus, Mormons have been able
to fit some personal version or other of the gospel with

vegetarianism, apartheid, liberalism, capitalism, col--
onialism, and socialism, with greater or lesser ,difficulty
according to the case. This "closet theologizing" is in.-
evitable in an increasingly decentralized church.

The growing emphasis on ritual will only compound.
this tendency. Only the most minimal instr~.~ction is
given about the "meanings" of the temple ceremonies.
The sacred privacy of these rites make c,ertain that discus-
sion of them will remain general, and vague; every par-.
ticipant is left to make of them what he or she can. Even
baptism is little discussed, aside from a few traditional
statements about which members remain somewhat un-.
clear. So it is with most of the other sacred performances.
Members are left to their own exegesis of these com-
prehensive "texts."

The very universality of ritual thus ironically forces
the individual into a supremely intimate relationship
with God and life’s meanings. The Doctrine and Coven-.
ants (1:20, 19) points to the ideal of the restoration in this
dispensation: That "every man might speak in the name
of God" and that "man should not counsel his fellow
man." The prominence of ritual in Mormon life seems to
lead us toward that ideal.
Notes

1. John Wiley Nelson, Your God is Alive and Well and Appearing in Popular
Culture, Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976.
2. Gary L. Stewart, "A Rhetorical Analysis of Mormon Dra~na," Ph.D.
dissertation, Universi ,ty of Iowa, 1968.
3. The popularity of aesthetic forms, whether dramatic, musical..
graphic, or architectural, as expressions of belief stems in part from
their convenience as "containers" (Compare my comment in F.L. Tub-
lis, general editor, Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures, Provo: BYU
Press, 1978, p. 31) which we use to capture and store concepts and sym-.
bols in manageable form. This insistence on form even at the expense of
accuracy is an axiom in folklore studies. See Clifton Jolley, "The Mar-.
tyrdom of Joseph Smith: An Archetypal Study," Utah Historical Quar-
terly 44 (Fall 1976): 329-350. The structural demands of tlhe genre~in
this case the "martyred hero narrative"--lead rnany of us to insist on
the presence of features in the Carthage martyrdom which definitely
were not there and which even the Church leaders have formally de--
nied. But the need for closure must be met; we pack history and mean-
ings into structural molds much as we tuck small articles into a hand--
bag, for convenience.
4. This paper was delivered before the advent of the combined meeting
schedule.
5. This trend toward more universalized communication also shows up
in the emphasis on scripture, which provides a common phrasing fo~
discourse about the gospel for Mormons. Individual members are now
urged by leaders to study the scriptures more often and more sys--
tematically than at any time in the past. A study by A. Kim Smith ("An
Effect of Media Coverage on General Conference," unpublished) has
shown that the number of scriptures cited in General Conference talks
increased over four times between 1900 and 1974.

6. Scholars have not yet gone very far in learning what individual[
Mormons hold in their world views. We have bits and pieces of at-.
titudinal data from surveys which report that most Mormons give the
"correct" answers when questioned, yet abundant anecdotal evidence
also suggests that substantial individual and regiional variation lies be--
neath the "official theology." Horsley’s thesis on a "heretical trend" in
one aspect of belief among a southern Utah population (A. Bert
Horsley, "The Consideration of a Possible Heretiical Trend Developing
in the Religious Philosophy of the Latter-day Saiints People in a Given
Geographical Area," MA thesis, BYU, 1954), some of ~ny data on fun--
eral practices and death beliefs ("Mormon Funeral Behavior," unpub--
lished), and Richard Poll’s distinction between "liahonas" and "iron--
rodders" ("What the Church Means to People Like Me," Dialogue
2:107-18), as well as other studies, hint that a wi,de spectrum of beliefs
exists.
7. Mark Leone, Roots ~fModern Mormonism, Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1979, p. 188.
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